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Problem Description

 Studies show low reproducibility in

 medicine

 economy

 computer science

 Reproducibility requires

 well documented research workflows

 precise information 

on the experiment's environment

 e-Science

 Research Infrastructures

 Research requires

 special tooling and software

 workflows to

 capture

 transform

 visualise

 interpret data
Re-executed

Experiment

Original

Experiment

Can I reuse her workflow?

Do the results match?

Have I done it correctly?

 VFramework

 collects evidence about the 

original execution

 verifies and validates 

the re-execution

 needs no access to both 

environments at the same time

 is applicable also in digital 

preservation settings

 Define validation metrics

 generates metrics 

based on file formats

 Context model

 OWL ontology

 stores collected evidence

 modular architecture

 domain independent and 

domain specific ontologies

 VFramework steps

 Run static analysis

 describes workflow model

 defines workflow boundaries

 Run dynamic analysis

 monitors workflow execution

 identifies dependencies 

(software libraries, scripts, 

packages, web services, etc.)

 captures the processed data 
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 Various workflow representations

 Taverna workflows

 Python scripts

 bash scripts

 VFramework 

 identified all software 

 captured all data 

 identified differences 

between environments

 validated results 

using file format based metrics

 Mock-up of external services can 

replace deterministic web services

 for known requests

 Actionable Data Management Plans

 reduce bureaucracy imposed on researchers

 describe data, workflows, and environment used in 

experiments 

 have machine-readable template

 are semi-automatically generated using tools that

 import data from various workflow specifications

 monitor experiment execution

 analyse provided data samples

 validate provided information

 integrate with existing DMP tools (e.g. DMP Online)
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